Public Viewing Documents at St. Louis County Library Branches
(last updated 10/2021)

Bridgeton Trails
Daniel Boone
Eureka Hills
Florissant Valley
Headquarters

Bridgeton Trails

West Lake Landfill Site, OU 01 Removal - (N.Q. Agreement) Administrative Record
AR File #64478, CD 1 of 1
Prepared by: EPA AR Superfund Team
July 2016
(BT Public Viewing Document #247)

West Lake Landfill Site, OU 01 Removal of Administrative Record
AR File #64064, CD 1 of 1
Prepared by: EPA AR Superfund Team
February 2016
(BT Public Viewing Document #246)

Duplicate of OU1 Documents Administrative Record
Special Collections 19168 (3 disks) and 18485 (1 disk) Public Repository West Lake Landfill Site
CERCLIS ID: MOD079900932
Prepared by: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
May 18, 2006
(BT Public Viewing Document #245)

Duplicate of OU1 Documents Administrative Record #12468
3 Disk Set (Riojas) Public Repository West Lake Landfill Site
CERCLIS ID: MOD079900932
Prepared by: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
May 18, 2006
(BT Public Viewing Document #244)

Duplicate of OU2 Documents Administrative Record #12459
1 Disk (Riojas) Public Repository West Lake Landfill Site
CERCLIS ID: MOD079900932
Prepared by: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
May 9, 2006
(BT Public Viewing Document #243)
U.S. EPA Technical Enforcement Support at Hazardous Waste Sites
Final Community Relations Plan for West Lake Landfill Site OU 1
Prepared by: Metcalf & Eddy, Inc.
March 21, 1994
(BT Public Viewing Document #242)

Daniel Boone

Ellisville OU 3 Partial Delisting Updated
SC #33528 Public Repository Copy
CD 1 of 1
Prepared by: EPA AR Superfund Team
May 2017
(DB Public Viewing Document #248)

Note: Ellisville Superfund Site Documents & Data are available online.

Eureka Hills

Final Proposed Plan for Selected Areas of Concern and Areas of Interest
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm Eureka, Missouri, St. Louis County
Prepared by: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Kansas City District
February 2021
(EH Public Viewing Document #251)
Available online

Final Site-Wide (Phase IV) Remedial Investigation
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm Eureka, Missouri
3CDs (Final, Errata Sheets, & Concurrence Letter)
Prepared by: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Kansas City District
March 2012
(EH Public Viewing Document #250)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Administrative Record
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
January 2014
(EH Public Viewing Document #234)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
May 2012
(EH Public Viewing Document #229)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Site-Wide (Phase IV) Remedial Investigation: Volume III Figures
Florissant Valley

Evaluation of Community Exposures Related to Coldwater Creek
St. Louis Airport/Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)/Futura Coatings NPL Site
North St. Louis County, Missouri
EPA Facility ID: MOD980633176
Prepared by: Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
April 20, 2019
(FV Public Viewing Document #249)
Available online along with other Coldwater Creek documents

Headquarters

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final 2009 Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc.
April 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #218)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Ground Monitoring Data Summary Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
March 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #217)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Bench Scale Study and Bedrock Injection Pilot Study for Area of Concern 2: Final Accident Prevention Plan
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by CDM
January 12, 2011
(HQ Public Viewing Document #216)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final 2008 Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
September 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #215)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Work Plan for AOC 2/18 Plume Delineation and Well Installation
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
June 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #211)
Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final February 2009 Groundwater Monitoring Data Summary Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
March 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #210)

Tyson Valley Final Work Plan for Groundwater Monitoring
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
March 2010
(HQ Public Viewing Document #209)

Tyson Valley Final Work Plan Site-Wide (Phase IV) Remedial Investigation
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Summit Technical Resources, Inc
August 2008
(HQ Public Viewing Document #204)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Historical Site Use Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Redox Client Services
May 2008
(HQ Public Viewing Document #202)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Completion Report: Debris and Waste Excavation, Incidental to the Remedial Investigation, Appendix G -Contractor Quality Control Reports
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Pangea, Inc
March 14, 2008
(HQ Public Viewing Document #201)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Firing Point Technical Memorandum
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
December 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #193)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Draft Final Engineering Evaluation and Cost Analysis AOCs 3 and 7
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District by Pangea, Inc
January 2006
(HQ Public Viewing Document #191)
Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 5 of 5, Appendices E-N
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #182)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 4 of 5, Appendices A-D
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #181)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 3 of 5, Figures
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #180)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 2 of 5, Tables
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #179)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Phases I, II, III Remedial Investigation & Risk Assessment Report: Volume 1 of 5
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
September 2005
(HQ Public Viewing Document #178)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Sampling and Analysis Plan
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
May 2005, Revision B
(HQ Public Viewing Document #177)

Tyson Valley Powder Farm Final Site Inspection Report
Former Tyson Valley Powder Farm, Eureka, MO
Prepared by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Kansas City District
October 2002
(HQ Public Viewing Document #136)